Temperature is one of the major factors that affect the efficient of solar panels and temperature profiles on solar panel are required to optimise the performance of solar PV. A method to construct and visualise the thermal profiles of solar panel with minimum temperature measurement is proposed in this work. Based on nine measured temperature, three different interpolation techniques are used to predict the temperature at 25 points and 81 points. The predicted temperature is then compared with measured temperature from thermal gun. MATLAB is used to reconstruct the thermal image in two different resolution, 17x17 and 33x33. Bilinear interpolation technique and resolution of 33x33 gives the best results and can be applied in industry to predict temperature profile on solar panel with minimum measurement.
INTRODUCTION
The commercial solar panels have efficiency ranged from 15-25% [1] . The efficiency of solar photovoltaic panel relies on many factors such as ambient temperature, wind direction, solar radiation and others. Most researchers agree that changes in solar radiation or temperature on a solar panel have a major impact on the output power generated by a solar panel, understand the relationship will help engineers and researchers to improve or optimize the power production of solar panel [2, 3] . Temperature profile and its progression in a solar PV system are very important to know because this information allows users to correlate the relationship between the power output and the thermal flow in a PV system and then optimise the system. However, the presence of thermal flow or temperature profile of solar module is impossible to visualise with bare eyes. This project intends to generate the thermal profile of solar PV system through minimum temperature measurement (nine measurement). Three interpolation methods will be used to calculate the temperature data of more strategy locations on the PV panel. The temperature profile is then reconstructed with MATLAB and presented in two resolutions.
LITERATURE REVIEW
The output of a PV module is affected by different parameters, one of the major parameters is temperature. Fig. 1 shows the I-V characteristics curve of a solar module at four different temperatures. In general PV modules perform better at lower temperature. It is difficult to study the effect of solar radiation on PV modules due to the influence of different factors on the sunlight spectrum such as difference in temperatures on the solar disc and atmosphere influence [4] . Determining the maximum power point (MPP) of solar photovoltaic system helps to optimise the performance of the system. 
Maximum Point of Tracking Method with Parabolic Interpolation
Solar cell converts sunlight into electrical energy; however; most of the solar radiation lost in the form of heat when reaching the earth surface. Thus, it has become a major interest of many researchers to track the maximum thermal and power point of a solar cell in the PV system due to non-linear of current and voltage characteristics resulting from fluctuation in the ambient temperature of the solar module and intensity of sunlight. Hence, operating a PV system at the MPP will allow supplying the maximum power to the load even in unstable weather conditions. In order to understand and to determine the maximum power output that results to a maximum thermal point of a PV cell, strategy proposed is to use a current sensing device that could sense the output current of the system on a timely basis, therefore power generated from the system is resulting from a change in temperature (T), irradiance (E), and other parameters can be determined by MPP alone using parabolic interpolation method, though this requires much of iteration [6] . Fig 2 shows the sample of maximum power tracking results.
Data Measurement and Monitoring Techniques
Modelling the characteristics of a thermal flow for a PV module is affected by fluctuation of irradiance. The relationship of temperature with irradiance was studied by Jones and Underwoord, as shown in Fig 3. An exponential decay in irradiance is noticed when the temperature dropped over a short period of time [7] . This indicates a significant relationship in temperature and irradiance. Fig. 4 shows a visualization of the thermal flow for multiple modules in a solar array. The temperature profile was predicted based on measured temperature through multiple thermocouples sensors attached at the rear surface of PV panels in the array [8] . Non-linear optimisation method is used for forecast the data of non-measured area. However, accuracy of the predicted value depends on a chosen algorithm, the initial condition of the model and the objective of the modelling [9] . Different optimization methods would be considered, these methods are particle swarm optimization, bacteria foraging algorithm, simulated annealing harmony search, cuckoo search, pattern searching optimization, & bird mating optimizer [10] .
Fig. 3
Changes observed in temperature with respect to irradiance change [7] .
Fig. 4
Thermal flow visualization of multiple modules in a solar array [8] .
METHODOLOGY
The attempt to monitor and visualise solar PV thermal flow consists of several stages, as presented in Figure 5 . The temperature of selected locations on solar module were first measured with 9 NTC thermistor temperature sensors. The temperature data were then processed by microcontroller and sent to computer. Based on the nine measured points, the temperature at various location is predicted using three interpolation techniques with MATLAB software. Thermal image is then reconstructed based on the interpolated temperature values. The interpolated temperature is verified with the more measured temperature with infrared thermogun. Detailed methodology is reported by Mangeni et. al [11] .
Fig. 5 Block diagram of monitoring and visualization of solar PV thermal flow

Solar Module
Solar module utilized in the project is a monocrystalline type with dimensions of 1189 x 543 x 30 mm and a standard test condition of cell at above 25ºC. Solar module is integrated with thermistor temperature sensors through the microcontroller as the thermal gradient collector. The thermistor temperature sensors are pasted on the rear surface of the solar panel with applying a thermal gel to act as an interface between the heat sink (sensor) and the heat source (solar panel), to eliminate the air gaps and maximizing the heat transfer between them.
Thermal Gun
The thermal gun used is Fluke 59 mini infrared thermometer gun which has an accuracy of ± 2% of reading within a temperature range of -18 to 275℃, it is utilized to record the measurements for verification and comparison purpose. It is also used for sensors calibration by measuring sensors temperatures.
Thermal Gradient Collector
Thermal gradient collector is a means of understanding the amount of heat radiation distributed on the surface of a solar panel. Nine NTC thermistor temperature sensors are attached to the back surface of the solar module, arranged as 3x3 (3 columns and 3 rows thermistor arrangements), all are pasted at approximately 170 mm row distance to each other and 370 mm column distance to each other as shown in Fig. 6 , while the red points shown between the sensors are marked for the purpose of determination of the interpolation points required to be measured by the thermal gun method. The thermistors used are BS25 3950 NTC thermistor (10 kΩ with precision of 1%). Temperature data collection of the module were tested under temperatures between 25 to 65℃.
Temperature and Electrical Instrument Measurement
The workflow of temperature profile visualisation system is presented in Figure 7 and the details can be obtained from Hafiz [12] . The temperature thermal data collection system comprises of an Arduino Mega 2560 circuited with nine different NTC thermistor temperature sensors. Each NTC temperature sensor is connected in series with a 10 kΩ resistor to apply the voltage divider circuit, in order to convert the reading thermal value to a voltage reference reading through A0-A8 analogue pins of Arduino Mega microcontroller. Subsequently, MATLAB reads the output voltage value from the analogue pins and convert it to a digital value, in order to calculate the resistance of the thermistor sensor using Equation (1). Thereafter, MATLAB will compute the thermistor temperature with Equation (2). Equation (1) is derived from the voltage divider formula; while mathematical equation (2) which is known as B parameter equation, is essentially derived from Steinhart-Hart equation [13] . According to NTC thermistor linearity graph, conversion of the resistance value to absolute temperature was executed with the following equations below: 
Interpolation Methods of PV Module Thermal Gradient
The measured 3x3 temperature data is interpolated to 5x5 and 9x9 points for thermal image reconstruction. Three methods for data fit were used including bilinear interpolation method, cubic spline interpolation method, and nearest interpolation method.
Bilinear Interpolation Data Fit
Bilinear interpolation determines and displays the thermal gradient level value from a weighted average of four closest pixels to the specified input value coordinates, then it assigns this value to the output coordinates. For linear interpolation method, two grid points are required to interpolate the function for one direction interpolation problem. For two directional problem, two linear interpolations are performed continuously in two directions, which are horizontal and vertical direction as illustrated in Figure 8 . 
Cubic-Spline Interpolation Data Fit
The cubic spline is a piecewise polynomial interpolation scheme that can overcome the problem of polynomial wiggle in linear fit. To construct a cubic function between data points [14] .
and the coefficient Sk,j are to be determined from various constraint conditions. Four constraint conditions are imposed:
The equations are then solved with spline toolbox in MATLAB.
Nearest Interpolation Data Fit
For each one-dimension interpolation of original temperature sensor 3x3 data array arrangement, four closest grid points are used to evaluate each data prediction or interpolation, that is two grid points from side by side put under consideration.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The interpolation temperature results from three interpolation methods (bilinear, cubic spline, and nearest) were compared with the measured temperature results from thermal gun. Five sets of temperature data were collected with thermal gun for verification. In addition, the thermal gradient images are presented in different resolution (17 x17 and 33 x 33). Solar module temperature was manually measured with a thermal gun based on 5x5, and 9x9 scaling. Fig. 9 is a 3x3 sensors arrangement, shows measured values of nine thermistor without any interpolation technique used, while Figs 10 to 12 are samples results of 17x17 interpolation scaling size and Figs 13 to 15 are samples results of 33x33 interpolation scaling size. Obviously, the images with 33x33 interpolation scaling size have better resolution compared to 17x17 interpolation scaling sizes. In addition, the nearest interpolation method is unable to provide a smooth transition in thermal gradient images (Figs 12 and 15) . The average interpolated temperature for 5 points in a column is compared with the measured temperature from thermal gun, in 5 x 5 scaling and 9 x 9 scaling, as shown in Figs 16-17. In general, bilinear interpolation method performs better than cubic spline and nearest interpolation methods for both 5 x5 and 9 x9 scaling. This is further confirmed with the approximate error of each interpolation technique as shown in Tables 1 to 2 . The percent error is defined as the different between interpolated data and measured data and then divided by measured data. Comparison of the temperatures for the bilinear interpolated method and infrared thermometer method gives an average error of below 1% for both 5x5 scaling and 9x9 scaling. Fig. 12 and Fig. 15 show that nearest interpolation would be used to obtain a main overview of the major temperatures on the solar panel surface, as it essentially imitates the nearest existing sensor value to an interpolated value. On the other hand, the thermal flow predicted by bilinear (Fig. 13 ) and spline methods (Fig. 14) shows a difference between these two techniques in terms of heat distribution. Bilinear method shows a typical linear shape in twodimensional space, while spline technique shows a curved shape. The different in three interpolation method is more obvious in higher resolution result (33 x 33).
Fig. 16
Comparative bars of 5x5 temperature measurements of solar module. 
CONCLUSION
Thermal profile of solar PV system is succussfuly generated with minimum temperature measurement. Temperature at nine locations on PV panel were measured by NTC thermistor. Three interpolation techniques, bilinear, cubic spline and nearest were used to estimate temperature data at 25 (5 x 5) and 81 (9 x9) strategy points based on the nine measured temperature. The bilinear method outperformed other methods in this study. The predicted temperature was then used to construct the thermal flow image of PV solar module at different resolution, 17 x17 and 33 x 33. The different among bilinear and cubic spline is more obvious at high resolution of 33 x 33. Bilinear method with resolution of 33x33 is recommended to generate thermal profile with minimum measurement points.
